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BRUSSELS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras (second right) leaves after an EU summit yesterday. — AP 

Tsipras slams ‘blackmail’; EU warns ‘game over’ 

Greece faces default on Tuesday if no weekend deal
BRUSSELS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras accused
international creditors of “blackmail” on Friday after euro
zone partners offered to release billions in frozen aid in a
last-minute push to win his acceptance a cash-for-reform
deal. German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French
President Francois Hollande met Tsipras on the sidelines
of an EU summit to coax him to accept an offer to fill
Athens’ empty coffers until November in return for
painful pension and tax reforms. If Greece does not clinch
an agreement at the weekend to unlock funds, it is set to
default on an International Monetary Fund loan on
Tuesday, possibly sparking a bank run, capital controls
and raising doubts about its future in the euro zone.

But Tsipras sounded defiant on leaving the summit,
telling reporters Greece would fight for the European
principles of democracy, solidarity, equality and mutual
respect. “These principles were not based on blackmail
and ultimatums,” he said in English. However, he did not
rule out accepting a deal and officials said intensive
behind-the-scenes contacts were continuing to seek a
last-minute compromise. European Council President
Donald Tusk retorted: “It is not political blackmail when
we repeat day after day that we are very close to this day
(June 30) when the game is over.”

Tsipras was due to fly back to Athens to confer with his
cabinet and his ruling Syriza party on the next steps.
Merkel said she and Hollande had urged him in a 45-
minute private meeting to accept the creditors’ “gener-
ous” offer. “We have taken a step towards Greece,” she
said. “Now it is up to the Greek side to take a similar step.”

Both she and Hollande said Saturday’s meeting of euro
zone finance ministers would be the decisive moment for
a deal since time was running out to secure German par-
liamentary approval in time to release funds needed to
avert a Greek default.

The creditors laid out terms in a document handed to
Greece on Thursday. It said Athens could have 15.5 billion
euros in EU and IMF funding in four instalments to see it
through to the end of November, including 1.8 billion
euros by Tuesday as soon as the Greek parliament
approved the plan. The total is slightly more than Greece
needs to service its debts over the next six months but
contains no new money. A French official said Merkel and
Hollande also discussed with Tsipras outstanding differ-
ences on reforms creditors want Greece to accept - cen-
tred on pension reform, labour law and increasing value
added tax - as well as an extension to Athens’ bailout pro-
gram and financing.

European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker,
who spent part of the night thrashing out the issues out
with Tsipras, said there was no ultimatum to Greece and
he was “quite optimistic but not overly optimistic” there
would be a deal.

‘Plan B’
The Eurogroup ministers will meet at 2 pm (1200

GMT) on Saturday and Greece will be asked whether it
accepts a revised offer from the European Commission,
the European Central Bank and the International
Monetary Fund, a euro zone official said. If Greece refus-

es, the ministers will move on to discussing a “Plan B” on
preparing to limit the damage from a Greek default to
Greek banks and other euro zone countries and markets,
the official said.

However, Merkel and Hollande have refused to talk
publicly about a “Plan B”, saying their efforts are focused
on getting an agreement to keep Greece in the euro
zone. Officials said talks to reconcile the creditors’ and
Greek positions were continuing behind the scenes, even
though Greece continues to denounce the lenders’ pro-
posals. Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis had
another blast at the creditors’ approach in an interview
with Irish radio on Friday, saying their demands for tax
increases and pension cuts as conditions for disbursing
aid were putting Greece in an impossible position.

“I am against increasing the corporate tax, but then
again I am against raising the tax on hotels and against
cutting the pensions of people who live below the pover-
ty line,” Varoufakis said on Irish national radio RTE. “These
issues are putting me and my government in an impossi-
ble position, having to make a bad choice among really
hard, difficult bad choices.” But he did not rule out
accepting the terms. Dramatising the choice facing
Athens, Germany’s member of the European
Commission, Guenter Oettinger, said Greece had five
days left to avoid an exit from the euro zone.

Divided
Euro zone finance ministers are divided over whether

a default would necessarily lead to Athens leaving the

19-nation single currency area, which would undermine
the principle that membership is irrevocable. Failure to
pay the 1.6 billion IMF euro instalment on Tuesday
could trigger a bank run, capital controls to curb
deposit flight and possibly the issuance of IOUs or a par-
allel currency. China, a growing economic partner of the
EU, offered a vote of confidence in the euro zone on
Friday ahead of Premier Li Keqiang’s visit to Europe next
week, saying it was sure Greece’s talks with creditors
would go positively.

Confidential documents drawn up by Greece’s credi-
tors and seen by Reuters showed that the country’s
debt would remain sustainable, even under a worst-
case scenario envisaged by the IMF, if the maturities on
euro zone loans were extended and interest rates were
cut, without the need for a write-down. The calculations
are regarded as crucial to persuade German lawmakers
to agree to the aid disbursement. They showed that in
the most severe case, Greek debt would require sub-
stantial “reprofiling” and improved lending terms but no
“haircut” nor budgetary costs for the lenders.

Tsipras and Varoufakis have insisted so far that a
commitment to debt relief is essential for Greece to
accept any deal, while Germany and its allies had
refused up to now to discuss the issue until Athens
enacts and implements the reform program to com-
plete its current bailout. The fact that Hollande and
Merkel discussed financing issues with Tsipras on Friday
may indicate a new willingness to address the issue as
part of a deal. — Reuters 

WASHINGTON: One week after Saudi
Arabia opened its stock market to
direct foreign investment, US mutual
fund managers say they are interested
but not rushing to invest in the Middle
East’s biggest economy. Foreign fund
inflows are slower than initially expect-
ed, in part because US fund companies
like Fidelity and Harding Loevner are
digesting numerous regulations set
forth by the Saudi Capital Market
Authority (CMA) for participation in the
$575 billion market. “Investors are in the
learn and plan stage, not the invest
stage yet and the message is that the
opening up is more of an evolution
than a revolution,” said Adam Kutas,
manager of Fidelity’s Emerging Europe,
Middle East, Africa fund. The invest-
ment stage, according to Kutas, will
come in the next several months.

To buy shares, foreign investors
must apply for a license from the CMA.
Only institutions that manage $5 billion

of assets and have a five-year record of
investing outside the countries where
they are based are allowed to partici-
pate. No single foreign investor can
own more than 5 percent of a company
and overall foreign investment in a
company cannot be more than 49 per-
cent. Additionally, there is a 20 percent
ceiling for all qualified foreign investors
in any one stock and in total these hold-
ings cannot exceed 10 percent of the
whole market.

Until now, foreign investors have
been restricted to buying shares in the
market indirectly through swaps or
exchange-traded funds. “We are very
interested, but we don’t know the rules,
so we are moving gradually because
the process to become an investor is
very vague,” said Asha Mehta, lead port-
folio manager for Acadian Asset
Management’s Acadian Emerging
Markets Portfolio, which manages $70
billion in assets globally. —Reuters

Emirates A380 makes 

emergency landing 

COLOMBO: An Emirates A380 plane with more than
500 people on board made an emergency landing in
Sri Lanka yesterday after pilots detected smoke in the
cockpit, aviation officials said. The aircraft, which land-
ed safely in Colombo, was 320 nautical miles (around
600 km) east of the city when pilots made a distress
call. “The pilots said May Day, May Day, and we activat-
ed all our emergency services and brought the aircraft
to a safe landing,” the airport’s chief air navigation serv-
ices officer Crishanthi Tissera told AFP. She said the
pilots reported smoke in the cockpit, leading airport
managers to place firefighters and medical units on
standby.

The plane landed 39 minutes after the first distress
call and all 471 passengers and 30 crew disembarked
safely. A statement from the airline said the plane had
suffered a “technical fault” and was diverted to
Colombo, without giving details. Emirates carried out its
first A380 landing in Colombo in 2012, but the airport
has yet to be upgraded to handle the biggest passenger
airliner. The airline said passengers were being trans-
ferred to other Emirates flights. — AFP 

KATUNAYAKE, Sri Lanka: An Emirates Airbus A380 aircraft sits on the tarmac at the Bandaranaike
International Airport yesterday after making an emergency landing following the detection of smoke in
the cockpit. — AFP 

Slow start after Saudis 

open bourse to foreigners


